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Symbios Project Newsletter Nº 15 – June 2015

News | We had the Symbios Project Final Seminar

The Symbios Project Final Technical Seminar, held in Santiago de Compostela on May 27th and 28th,
served to present different innovative experiences for territorial inclusion, which guarantee the quality of life
in the territories in demographic crisis. Some of them were provided by the European partners of the
Symbios Project, presenting methodologies for different steps in the planning. There also were presented
experiences of the European Network of Social Services, where the Government of Galicia belongs.
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In the social networks for the
future, the key is to share.

The seminar presentations are
available on the web.

In anticipation of the proceedings,
we collect here the proposals
worked in groups.
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understand this alternative
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The final document summarizes
the contributions made in the
consultation to local authorities.

A virtual meeting place for
professionals who work with any
network devices in the Social Action
Area of the City of Santiago de
Compostela.
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The Interview. Maja Ročak. CESRT-NEIMED researcher, Zuyd University of Applied Sciences
Bearing in mind the importance of managing the demographical
shrinking, which aspects do you consider the most important for
building up an adequate socio territorial planning?
It’s important that policy makers become aware of the relevance of
demographic change (ageing and population decline).
Read more on the web

This and previous Symbios Project newsletter can be found here in PDF format:
http://www.proxectosymbios.es/en/comunicacion

This is the Symbios Project Newsletter. The Symbios Project is an opportunity to meet, to exchange and to learn
together about the challenges of demographic change and its consequences for the welfare and the social inclusion,
focussing both in people and vulnerable territories in Galicia and other affected European Regions. If you have any
questions or want to tell us something, contact us here and if you want to stop receiving this newsletter, click here.

